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LA MANUFACTURE
Perch – Coat hanger
Design by Nendo
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LA MANUFACTURE

Perch is a coat stand that draws inspiration from the
delicate and scattered tracks birds leave on the ground,
joined together by a single line. As opposed to other
coat stands, which consist of a central post with thinner
arms growing out of it at the end, Perch challenges
expectations with a design that develops along its
central pole, branching out into three prongs, then three
more, then again three more, in a process reminiscent
of how crystals or corals form, thereby obscuring the
distinction between the pole and the arms.
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VARIANTS AND SIZES

NENDO

Oki Sato was born in 1977 in Toronto, Canada.
Received M.Arch. from Waseda University, Tokyo
in 2002. Established design studio “Nendo” in
the same year. Activity in the design world has
not been limited to any one area but is rather
multifarious, spanning from graphic and product
design to designing furniture, installations,
windows, and interiors, and even reaches into the
realm of architecture.
Chosen by Newsweek magazine as one of “The
100 Most Respected Japanese” and won many
“Designer of the Year” of major awards include
from Wallpaper* magazine and ELLE Decoration
magazine. Nendo designs can be found in the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, as well as
Musee des Arts décoratifs and Centre Pompidou in
Paris. Among his many collaborations: Cappellini,
Moroso, DePadova, Puma and Flos.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Size: W510xD360xH1700mm
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MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Base: Black or White powder-coated Mdf or Verde Marinace
Granite/Emperador Silver Dark/Emperador Tundra/Red marble
Structure: Black chrome metal, Black/White/Champagne
powder-coated metal

